UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS LOWELL
Personnel Form #16A

Professional Vita for Annual Merit Evaluation
for the Evaluation Period
(Full-Time Faculty/Librarians)

NAME____________________________________ DATE________________

DEPARTMENT(S)_________________ COLLEGE OR UNIT____________________

A. Education (Degrees awarded and programs completed during the above specified evaluation period only).

B. PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES (List activities for the above specified evaluation period only and state the nature of each activity, e.g., paper read, panel discussant, professional office held, or other professional activity.)

C. UNIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES (List kinds of activity set forth in Service Clause of Article IX, Faculty Agreement for the above specified evaluation period only and state the nature of each activity. List only community activities which are related to professional or academic field.)

D. GRANTS, CONTRACTS, RESEARCH, PUBLICATIONS, PERFORMANCES, EXHIBITIONS (List activities for the above specified evaluation period only by category: grants and contracts funded; articles and books published; performances and exhibitions held; and manuscripts in preparation.)

E. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES (List kinds of activity set forth in the Instructional Effectiveness Clause of Article IX, Faculty Agreement for the above specified evaluation period only and state the nature of each activity.)

____________________________________ __________________________
Signature Date Filed

CONTINUE ON BACK OF THIS FORM IF ADDITIONAL SPACE IS NEEDED.
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS LOWELL
Personnel Form #14

Professional Vita for Annual Merit Evaluation
for the Evaluation Period

NAME __________________________________________

DEPARTMENT(S) _____________________ COLLEGE OR UNIT _____________

A. EDUCATION (Degrees awarded and programs completed during the above specified
evaluation period only).

B. PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES (List activities for the above specified evaluation period
only and state the nature of each activity, e.g., paper read, panel discussant,
professional office held)

C. UNIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES (List kinds of activity set forth in Service
Clause of Article IX, Faculty Agreement for the above specified evaluation period only
and state the nature of each activity. List only community activities which are
related to professional or academic field.)
D. GRANTS, CONTRACTS, PUBLICATIONS, PERFORMANCES, EXHIBITIONS (List activities for the above specified evaluation period only. List only grants and contracts funded; articles and books published; performances and exhibitions held, and manuscripts in preparation.)

E. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES (List kinds of activity set forth in the Instructional Effectiveness Clause of Article IX, Faculty Agreement for the above specified evaluation period only and state the nature of each activity.)

Signature. ___________________________________________ Date Filed ____________________

CONTINUE ON BACK OF THIS FORM IF ADDITIONAL SPACE IS NEEDED.